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Abstract. Dataset creation for the purpose of training natural language
processing (NLP) algorithms is often accompanied by an uncertainty
about how the target concept is represented in the data. Extracting such
data from web pages and verifying its quality is a non-trivial task, due
to the Web’s unstructured and heterogeneous nature and the cost of
annotation. In that situation, annotation heuristics can be employed to
create a dataset that captures the target concept, but in turn may lead
to an unstable downstream performance. On the one hand, a trade-off
exists between cost, quality, and magnitude for annotation heuristics in
tasks such as classification, leading to fluctuations in trained models’
performance. On the other hand, general-purpose NLP tools like BERT
are now commonly used to benchmark new models on a range of tasks
on static datasets. We utilize this standardization as a means to assess
dataset quality, as most applications are dataset specific. In this study, we
investigate and evaluate the performance of three annotation heuristics
for a classification task on extracted web data using BERT. We present
multiple datasets, from which the classifier shall learn to identify web
pages that are centered around an individual in the academic domain.
In addition, we assess the relationship between the performance of the
trained classifier and the training data size. The models are further tested
on out-of-domain web pages, to asses the influence of the individuals’
occupation and web page domain.

Keywords: Dataset · generation · heuristic · bias · quality · web archive · clas-
sification.

1 Introduction

Dataset generation for a specific machine learning task is time-consuming when
done by humans and takes even more time in the case of manual sample creation.
Since the release of BERT [9] many variations of pre-trained NLP language mod-
els have been published, which alleviate the stress on optimizing the architecture
for many NLP tasks and increased the focus on dataset generation. Specifically,
aspects of dataset curation [23] gain growing attention as a consequence of this
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development. In this context, datasets used to train a concept classifier allow the
model to learn a representation through annotated examples. Furthermore, tasks
comprising the classification of an abstract concept rely on heuristics for their
a priori definition to create such annotated examples. This increases the likeli-
hood of unintended bias, depending on how the annotators or curators interpret
these heuristics. The accompanying indefiniteness can lead to different train-
ing datasets, which in turn would lead to diverging classifications of the model
on new data. Uncertainties have generally been analyzed as a model-dependent
phenomenon, such that specific datasets were created to probe the behavior of
BERT [7] or improve on the learned decision boundary [13]. On the one hand,
improving the model through diversification of the data samples improves the
quality of the decision boundary by means of a more detailed representation of
the concept. On the other hand, this approach changes nothing about the ar-
chitecture of the model, implying that heuristics determine the representation
of the concept within the dataset learned by the model. In addition to the chal-
lenge of creating refined datasets through heuristics, a semantic concept drift
may occur over time, thereby altering the initially captured concept. Especially
for rapidly changing web concepts, adjusting individual data samples quickly
becomes unfeasible.

In contrast to the current approach, in which datasets are used to analyze or
improve a language model, we use BERT to measure how well different heuris-
tics for annotation reflect a particular concept. We use raw web archives as
data source, present a pipeline that simplifies the creation of datasets for NLP
language models, and compare the performance and limitations of the heuristics.

Our approach allows researchers to leverage their domain knowledge of an
existing dataset to train an NLP classifier and extract subsets relevant for their
research objective. Specifically, our contribution comprises

1. the creation of datasets using three different heuristics,
2. a pipeline for the application and comparison of these heuristics, and
3. insights into the dataset creation quality, measured using BERT.3

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, Sec-
tion 3 presents the data creation process, training of the models, and approaches
to investigate their performance, Section 4 presents the results, and Section 5
discusses possible explanations and pitfalls of these.

2 Related Work

The Web as a dataset resource has been frequently discussed and used by the
community [21,11]. To a large degree the datasets created for the use in linguistics
and natural language processing (NLP) rely on (semi-)structured and homoge-
neous data (e.g., Wikipedia) [25,30,16]. But most of the Web is only available in
an unstructured form and is thus less accessible to non-technical research fields.

3 Code and data are available at https://github.com/parismic/EvaluateHeuristics/.

https://github.com/parismic/EvaluateHeuristics/
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Non-expert researchers working with unstructured data are therefore limited to
data resources such as Twitter [4] or news articles [26]. These resources do not
require a large overhead of frameworks or custom designed tools to yield datasets
appropriate for specific research questions [18].

Web archives, for which various tools already exist, could be a rich resource
for the curation of derived datasets, if the effort to accumulate research-related
content from millions of web pages could be reduced [26]. Some tools aim to lower
the threshold for such instances with a focus on reproducibility and best practices
[15,3]. In many of these cases the desired collection of web pages depends on the
textual information presented. This requires boiler plate removal approaches to
extract the information from the heterogeneously structured pages on the Web.
Advances in boiler plate removal allow high accuracy in the automatic extraction
of main content sections [27].

The processing of common NLP tasks has fundamentally changed after the
release of BERT [9], after which many other general NLP tools have followed.
Without the requirement to deal with the architecture of the system, the im-
portance of dataset quality becomes more pronounced [5]. For common NLP
tasks it is desired to gauge the quality of the trained model on samples outside
the distribution through contrast sets [12]. In a sense, the incomplete informa-
tion about the decision boundary in [12] stems from the heuristics used for the
creation of the dataset.

These heuristics are often manifested with methods for assembling datasets,
from 1) existing resources (e.g., author names from a digital library to label
persons) [24], 2) manual annotation [1], and 3) weak supervision (e.g.,
structured information on Wikipedia for labeling financial events [10] or regular
expressions to identify or extract samples). In those methods, a bias [20] of the
dataset creator is carried into the heuristics, which should at least be coherent
across the different dataset creation approaches. Further, bias enters the dataset
on the level of the annotator or sample creator to an extent that the annotator
can be identified on the basis of the sample itself [13].

This study aims to highlight another aspect of bias introduced to the dataset
depending on the creation approach and definiteness of the concept itself. Specif-
ically, we provide an exemplary case study for the concept of a person-centric
web page.

3 Datasets & Experiments

This section details the dataset creation process for the concept of person-centric
(PC ) web pages in the academic context for the training, evaluation, testing, and
validation of the classifiers. In general, we assume that a human observer can
recognize whether a web page is PC and contains information about a person
on the basis of the main content and not the style or navigation. We limit our
investigation to content presented in natural language texts on web pages. The
overall procedure will extract and boiler-plate web pages from a large web crawl
and associate a class label with the boiler-plated content. The content together
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with the annotations will be used to fine-tune a pre-trained BERT model. This
is followed by an evaluation of the model on test sets, which are subsets of all
fine-tuning datasets to express the coherence between heuristics.

3.1 Datasets

We utilize several datasets to define and investigate what constitutes a PC web
page in the academic context and to investigate the divergence between com-
monly used heuristics (i.e., human annotation, weak annotation from existing
resources, and weak annotation with regular expressions) for creating training
data for a binary classifier.

The datasets named in the remainder of this work as DBLP , Manual , RegEx ,
and Wikidata were created on the basis of the 2019-06 snapshot of the “German
Academic Web” (GAW) [22] which will be referred to as crawl . The snapshot
was created on the basis of a URL seed list containing all home pages of German
academic institutions with the right to award a doctorate degree at that time.
This crawl contains WARC records [14] of web pages reachable within 20 link
hops from the domains of the seeds.

An additional dataset WikidataQ5 for the validation of the classifier perfor-
mance was created on the basis of URLs of the official websites (P856)
associated with all entities of instance (P31) human (Q5) on Wikidata [28].
For all these entities the corresponding occupation (P106) was extracted and
WARC records were created for the listed official websites on 2021-01-28 using
the library scrapy-warcio.4

Pre-Processing We restricted the crawl to records of MIME type5 text/html
and HTTP response code 200. After that, the HTML for all WARC records
was extracted and processed using the boiler plate removal tool Web2Text [27]
trained on the CleanEval [2] dataset. This process enables a robust extraction of
the main textual content of a web page without the noise introduced by headers,
side panels, navigation, etc. or any knowledge of the structure of the web page.
This step is applied to all extracted WARC records and is followed by the removal
of duplicates and the removal of identical text samples from the pairwise larger
dataset, yielding non-overlapping datasets (i.e., for datasets D̃1 and D2, where
|D̃1| > |D2|, D̃1 is transformed to D1 = D̃1 \D2 ).

Dataset Enrichment and Annotation Due to an expected low frequency of the
PC concept in a random subset of the crawl , an enrichment process was ap-
plied to increase its frequency. For that, a dataset was created such that from
each seed institution in the crawl three annotators independently navigated to
web presences of research groups of that institution and extracted common base
URL paths of the staff. Specifically, this was done by collecting URLs of staff

4 https://github.com/internetarchive/scrapy-warcio
5 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions – a standard for naming different types of

content.

https://german-academic-web.de/map.html
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P856
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q5
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P106
https://github.com/internetarchive/scrapy-warcio
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members and extracting the longest common URL prefixes. The annotators were
instructed to cover different fields of research to ensure a contextual diversity,
such that the classifier would not instead focus on a particular research domain.
However, diversification was not specified in any narrow terms to mimic an ap-
plication scenario in which an unknown bias may affects the dataset. All URLs
starting with an element from the list of common URL prefixes of staff mem-
bers were extracted from the crawl and comprise the enrichment dataset. This
process aims to increase the frequency of PC web pages without specifically
excluding non-PC web pages.

In the four months following the completion of the crawl, the same annotators
had to decide whether a page is PC on the basis of the displayed content in a web
browser and label it as such. If all three annotators agreed, then the respective
label was used as annotation, URLs not present at annotation time were removed
from further processing and all others were considered to be not PC .

Manual dataset The Manual dataset was created in a two-step process. First,
2,000 random records from the crawl and 1,274 records from the enrichment
dataset were selected. Next, these 3,274 records were annotated, whereby the
annotator agreement yielded a κFleiss = 0.844. The resulting Manual dataset
contains 1,407 non-PC and 606 PC samples, of which 68 originated from the
2,000 randomly selected records.

RegEx dataset To construct a dataset which reduces annotation cost and
leverages the structure of the crawl we constructed a dataset by utilizing common
patterns in URLs of PC pages using regular expressions. The regular expressions
act as a weak annotation mechanism to classify records of the crawl based on
their URL. If any of the following regular expressions matched against sub-
strings of the last path element6 in the URL path, the record was annotated as
PC : mitarbeite, angestellte, group, gruppe, staff, ~[a-z], people, team,
kolleg, lehrend, beschaeftigte.

The non-PC records were extracted by only considering URLs which did not
match any of the mentioned regular expressions anywhere in the URL. We select
a subset such that the ratio of PC and non-PC records is equal to that ratio in
the Manual dataset and refer to the resulting dataset as RegEx .

DBLP dataset For many concepts there are datasets available which already
provide a level of proximity to the desired concept for classification. In the case of
PC web pages, DBLP [17] provides a frequently used dataset which extensively
covers researchers from computer science and their associated web pages. We
used these URLs in the DBLP dump of 2020-10-01 to identify and annotate
records in the crawl as PC . All URLs associated with a person and contained
within the crawl were selected and amounted to 1,859 weakly-annotated PC

6 That is, the string confined by the last and second to last ‘/’ in the SURT format
of the URL.
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Table 1: Total counts of the records in the datasets at different phases of the
cleaning process. The difference between the sum of records in the train and test
set in relation to the pre-processed dataset stems from the removal of identical
text-label pairs within and between the datasets.

URLs URLson seeds WARCs Pre-proc. Train Test
PC PC non-PC PC non-PC

DBLP 234,291 4,439 2,759 1,859 1,669 3,881 121 281
Manual - 800 2,013 484 1,126 121 281
RegEx - 1,135,899 - 4,840 11,260 - -
Wikidata 159,431 531 388 293 - - 254 589

samples. Non-PC samples were constructed by employing the same method as
for the RegEx dataset, whereby the ratio of PC and non-PC samples equal that
in the Manual dataset.

Wikidata-derived datasets Wikidata provides an additional resource for the
selection of PC web pages, as well as rich ontological structure to validate the
scope of the trained classifiers. As such, it allows us to investigate the heuristics
in terms of the entities’ occupation and region. Analogous to the DBLP dataset,
the existing WARC records in the crawl associated with the aforementioned
URLs were extracted, comprising the weakly-annotated Wikidata dataset of 293
PC samples. To validate results and determine limitations of the classifiers, we
categorized all occupations in WikidataQ5 as academic, if they or an immediate
sub-class have an occupation of 1) researcher, 2) knowledge worker, 3) scientist,
4) scholar, or 5) university-teacher, thus allowing us to observe the preference of
the classifier given that the crawl focuses on the academic web.

3.2 BERT as a measurement tool for heuristics

With the rise of powerful general-purpose language models following BERT [9] a
shift occurred from the traditional NLP pipeline towards a dataset-focused ap-
proach. Allowing users to quickly fine-tune a pre-trained model for a given task
alleviates the previously required considerations about the model architecture
and allows users to focus on issues like dataset curation. In general, these models
are evaluated on established datasets, thereby testing their performance on tasks
defined through the dataset, while maintaining stable performance across differ-
ent dataset for the same task. Due to this stability these models can be used
to evaluate the coherence and performance of a dataset in capturing a concept,
and in turn the heuristics underlying the annotation process.

Fine-tuning BERT We used hugginface’s pretrained multilingual-cased BERT
implementation [29] trained on cased text in the top 104 languages. We fine-
tuned for 4 epochs, using batch size 32, with learning rate 2× 105 on the Adam
optimizer with weight decay [19] and maximum sequence length of 128 word

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P279
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1650915
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1914017
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q901
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2248623
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1622272
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pieces. The optimal number of epochs was determined by finding a model with
minimal validation loss using the standard fine-tuning approach. From the four
datasets (Manual , DBLP , RegEx , Wikidata) we constructed three training sets
and three test sets as presented in Table 1. For each sample size the pre-trained
model was fine-tuned for 10 different random seeds, used in the selection of the
sub-samples and initialization of the system. This was done to determine the
robustness of the model inherited from the training dataset by determining the
fluctuation with varying training sample sizes.

3.3 Complementarity

We also investigate the improvement achievable by one classifier to another [6].
This provides another perspective on how the heuristics for constructing the
training datasets complements another. Given the prediction results of two bi-
nary classifiers A and B, we can determine the complementary recall Rcomp =

1− |Bwrong∩Awrong|
|Awrong| and precision Pcomp(A,B) = 1− |Bwrong∩Awrong|

|Awrong| [8].7

4 Results

The following results present the performance of the fine-tuned classifiers based
on the datasets described in Section 3.1. As a starting point, we present the
F1 score as a function of the fine-tuning sample size as described in Section 3.2.

4.1 Robustness and Sample Size

We observe in Figure 1 that the F1 scores diverge with increasing sample size
for the classifiers trained on the DBLP and Manual datasets when tested on the
respective other. The classifier trained on the RegEx dataset displays a compa-
rable performance for a sample size of 1,600 to the DBLP and Manual classifiers
tested on the Manual and DBLP datasets, respectively. With an increasing sam-
ple size the RegEx -trained classifier outperforms the other classifiers when tested
on non-native8 test data. The general performance of the regular expression ap-
proach shows a score between 0.83 and 0.86 on Wikidata. A significant drop in
the variance of the models’ F1 scores occurs between sample sizes of 200 to 400
and 400 to 600 for the datasets DBLP , Manual and RegEx , respectively. The
Manual -trained model generally performs better than the DBLP -trained model
when tested on the respective other test set.

4.2 Context Dependence

To determine the dependence of the trained model on the context, we investigate
the occupational dependence as a proxy for the context of the concept. Since

7 Where ‘wrong’ refers to the falsely classified PC items for recall, and the falsely
classified non-PC items for precision, respectively.

8 Test data which does not originate from the same distribution as the training dataset.
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Fig. 1: Performance of the trained classifiers in terms of the F1 score as a func-
tion of the fine-tuning sample size and the source of the test data. For each
training sample size a classifier was trained and evaluated for 4 epochs on 10 dif-
ferent seeds (solid colors, boxplot) and tested on 3 datasets (translucent colors,
background strips).

Fig. 2: Recall by occupation for the classifier after epochs: 4 (•) and epoch in
which the validation loss reached the minimum (N). The number following the
occupation expresses the samples size for that occupation.

negative samples are unavailable, the recall is presented in Figure 2 instead of
the F1 score. It illustrates the influence of the epoch given the test data of
WikidataQ5. A strong discrepancy is displayed between the recall of computer-
scientist, researcher, and university-teacher and all other occupations. Out of the
distinct occupations, the DBLP -trained classifier performs best on the computer-
scientist occupation. This occupation also presents the largest spread between the
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Fig. 3: Recall for the 20 most frequently occurring top-level domains depending
on the underlying association with an academic occupation (see Section 3.1) in
contrast to all occupations. The numbers after the domain express the sample
size for the academic and all occupations, respectively.

examined classifiers. On a large scale, only a minor dependence is observed with
regard to the training epochs for the same training dataset. An improvement
can be observed at epoch = 4 (•) for the RegEx -trained classifier and a general
deterioration for the DBLP and Manual -trained classifier relative to the epoch
with minimal validation loss (N).

4.3 Domain Dependence

Following the results in Figure 2, a limitation of the trained classifiers could
also arise from regional differences associated with the top-level domain (TLD).
Therefore, Figure 3 presents the TLD dependence of the recall with respect to
the fine-tuning dataset. This is presented for the academic occupations (F) in
contrast to all occupations (�). A clear shift in recall can be observed when aca-
demic occupations are classified independently of the TLD. This shift averages
for all classifiers in all occupations at R = 0.23 and in the academic occupations
at R = 0.56. Within the two different categories we can observe that in most
TLDs the Manual and DBLP classifier perform best in all (�) and academic
(F) occupations, respectively. Since the GAW is focused on Germany it con-
tains a language bias. This could cause the performance of the trained classifier
to vary in its ability to determine the correct results in another language setting.
Another issue could be variations specific to each TLD, like the page structure
or language, which could limit the applicability of this approach.

4.4 Complementarity

Since we would like to not only investigate the quality of the initial heuristics
on the classifier’s performance but also how much these diverge, it is necessary
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Table 2: Complementarity measures on Wikidata. Classifiers were trained on
1,600 training samples.

(a) Recall Rcomp

A
B

DBLP Manual RegEx

DBLP 0.0 23.8 23.8
Manual 52.9 0.0 36.8
RegEx 56.2 41.1 0.0

(b) Precision Pcomp

A
B

DBLP Manual RegEx

DBLP 0.0 52.8 52.8
Manual 39.3 0.0 53.6
RegEx 54.1 64.9 0.0

to determine the recall complementarity (cf. Section 3.3) of the predictions. We
perform this on the Wikidata dataset, as this is a non-native dataset for either
of the classifiers. Table 2 can be understood as the relative improvement of
classifier A by classifier B. Under the same training conditions, the classifiers
retain a significant discrepancy in between the potential improvement in recall
(Table 2a) provided by DBLP towards Manual and RegEx and the inverse.
Unlike in the case of complementary precision (Table 2b), in which a closer
symmetry can be observed.

5 Discussion & Conclusion

This study aims to provide insights into the relationship between dataset coher-
ence regarding a specific concept and creation heuristics measured with BERT.
We found a divergence between creation heuristics (Figure 1), which is larger
than the variation within a heuristic, but nonetheless all heuristics perform simi-
lar on any non-native dataset. We further observed that the bias of DBLP , being
focused on computer science, is inherited by the classifier (Figure 2) and that the
general definition of the PC concept associated with the Manual dataset yields
the most reliable recall across all occupations and domains (Figure 3). This co-
incides with the bias observed during the annotation of the Manual dataset, in
which samples presenting publication lists of and articles about a single person
were labeled as PC . The most effortless approach, utilizing regular expressions,
provides a surprisingly reliable solution to the task. But this comes at the cost
of an in-depth domain knowledge of the URL structure in the crawl. As such
knowledge is often present with researchers analysing specific web archives it
could be translated to other tasks.

Some of the problems that lead to a reduction in performance in all classifiers
can be found in the annotator agreement and in the boiler-plating mechanism,
as well as in the fact that web data is quite noisy. In addition, URLs associated
with a person in databases such as DBLP or Wikidata sometimes do not point
to a PC web page, but to a more general home page or the page of a research
group. Such an inaccuracy in the weak annotation stems from the assumption
that all official and DBLP-listed web pages are associated with a human entity,
and can be regarded as a drawback of the use of existing resources. Overall,
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we find that the usefulness of focused web archives are the user-made semantic
decisions in the structure of URLs, which can be leveraged by experts. Such
expert decisions could be used to update rules for evolving concepts, thereby
mitigating the influence of concept drift. A follow-up study might use this work
for the analysis of the web-related interactions between identified individuals.
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